I understand that the adequate functioning of IRB and frank discussions of applications depend on the confidentiality of IRB deliberations. I agree not to discuss IRB applications, specific IRB proceedings, or the identities of members making specific comments outside of the convened or ad hoc meetings with the investigators or other colleagues. (This does not prohibit my efforts to help colleagues understand IRB procedures or feedback as long as the identity or departments of specific members are not revealed.)

I understand that the content of IRB applications of any level of review, like grant applications, is privileged information. I agree not to make personal use of applicants’ materials without their express permission to do so. I will not contact an investigator about references, my use of an instrument, or possible collaboration until one month after the application was approved. I will abide by the investigator’s response.

I will report efforts by others to obtain details about identity of participants making certain remarks as attempts to exert undue influence on me.
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Signature of IRB Chair, Member, or Alternate (Circle which)

______________________________
Date